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32 Hawley St., Boston, Jan. 1880.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts;

The undersigned respectfully submits the following

REPORT.
The whole number of meters inspected during the past

year was five thousand five hundred and forty-five (5,545).
Five thousand three hundred and fifty-two (5,852) meters
were either new, or had just been repaired, the greater num-
ber being repaired meters; and if any of them were found to
be incorrect they were returned to the manufacturers for
adjustment and then tested again.

The number of meters brought to the office and com-
plained of as incorrect, was one hundred and ninety-three
(193), the most of the complaints coming from the gas con-
sumers. .Of this number eighty-three (83) registered against
the consumer, the average error being five (5.00) per cent;
ninety-one (91) were within the limits allowed by law:
namely,—two per cent either way; eighteen (18) registered
against the company, the average error being sixteen and
twenty hundredths (16.20) per cent; and one meter would
not register. The average error of all the meters about
which complaints were made, was sixty-four hundredths
(0.64) of one per cent against the consumer.

(Hommomoealtl) of ittassodjusette.
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One of the meters inspected was two hundred and twenty
(220) per cent slow; that is, if three hundred and twenty
(820) feet of gas were passed through the meter, it would
register only one hundred (100) feet. None of the other
meters were as much as ten (10) per cent slow. If this one
meter were left out of account, the average of the meters
complained of was one and eight tenths (1.8) per cent
against the consumer.

All the meters inspected were “ dry ” meters. The results
of the testings for previous years are given in the following
table;

Meters
YEAR. Meters. Fast.

„
Meters. Slow. Total.

Correct.

1872 . . I 87 4.80% 81 32 9.55% 202 o.32%fast.
1878 . .100 5.43% 95 40 6.61% : 238 1.18% “

1874 .
, 101 4.76% 131 51 6.22% 1 285 |0.57% “

1875 . . 123 5.99% 142 39 8.17% | 314 1.38% “

1876 . .148 5.19% 179 53 9.17% : 381 0.74% “

1877 . . 93 4.79% 125 34 11.00% 257 0.28% “

1878 . . 11l 5.34% 180 44 9.51% j 343 j0.63% “

1879 . . 83 5.00% 91 18 16.20% 193 |0.84% “

In the following table the same meters are arranged accord-
ing to the length of time from the first inspection to the
re-inspection :

Meters
TIME. Meters. Fast.

„
Meters. Slow. Total.

Correct.I
1 year or less .i 70 5.50% 147 26 l 4.16% 243 1.14% fast,

Ito 2 years . 1 104 5 44% 111 23 i 5.56% 238 1.84% “

2to 3 years . 103 I 4.82% 103 22 10.36% 233 1.15% “

3to 5 years . 184 5.63% 237 1 69 5.90% 490 1.24% “

sto 8 years . i 187 4.96% 186 69 , 7.14% 442 0,98% “

Bto 12 years . ( 115 5.05% 137 ; 58 -15.55%* 308 0.94%»8i0w
Never inspected,

or more than
12 years . 73 5.93% 85 59 7.46% 217 0.04% Blow,

A few meters that would not register were omitted in the
second table.

It is by no means probable that the meters thus brought
* If three meters averaging 150 per cent slow were omitted* the percentages wouldbe 7.80

and 0.55 fast, respectively.
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to the office were a fair average of those in use, as the meters
under consideration were suspected to be wrong by either
the consumer or the gas company.

Dry gas meters if they are constantly employed in meas-
uring well purified gas, and are kept at an even temperature,
will usually remain correct for years; but if they are im-
properly used they may register quite incorrectly in a short
time.

It is very desirable that every meter should be tested at
regular intervals, say once in five years. A much shorter
period would cause the gas company unnecessary expense,
and a much longer period would render the inspection of no
use to the consumer.

During the past year the authorities of Salem, Leominster,
Southbridge, and Cambridge, have called on the inspector to
make an official inspection of the gas in the towns named.
In each case a careful inspection showed the gas to be more
than four candles above the legal standard, twelve candles.
At Leominster and Cambridge the gas was common coal-gas
of moderate illuminating power and fairly well purified. At
Southbridge the gas was made of petroleum and then mixed
with air, the air forming forty-seven (47.0) per cent of the
mixture, which was found to have an illuminating power of
twenty-eight and three-tenths (28.3) candles. At Salem a
tolerably complete examination was made of a mixed gas
with which it was proposed to light the city.

The gas was formed by passing steam over ignited coke,
and then passing the “ water gas ” mixed with naphtha gas
through retorts in which coal was being distilled at a low
heat; and, finally, the mixture of gases and vapors was passed
over a series of iron plates kept at a dull red heat, to fix the
vapors.

The gas was tested with a flat flame burner, and also with
Sugg’s London burner No. F, and the results obtained were
twenty-five and six-tenths (25.6), and twenty-four and nine-
tenths (24.9) candles respectively. The gas contained less
than two grains of ammonia and only three and a half grains
of sulphur per hundred feet of gas. Its specific gravity was
sixty-seven hundredths (0.67) that of air. The eudiometric
results are given in the following table, which also contains
a few analyses of other kinds of gas. Quite a number of
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analyses are given in the inspector’s reports for the years
1875 and 1877:

Kind of Gas. Illuminants, Cn
n2n&c.

Ethane,
C.,
Hg

Marsh
Gas, Hydrogen,

H
9

Carbonic
Oxide,

CO. Carbonic
Acid,

CO, Nitrogen,
N
9

Oxygen,
09

Petroleum . . 42.152 8.68 46.75 - 2.08 0.17
“Kidder ” . . 8.74 - 24.16 31.24 28.43 0.04 7.16 0.23

Boston .
. 5.52 - 45.09 43.88 4.82 0.25 0.44 -

Besides the official inspections visits of inspection have
been made to the places where there are disc photometers.

The results obtained show, in a general way, the quality
of the gas manufactured by the various companies; but as
so few tests were made of any one gas, the results given may
vary considerably from the true average of the gas for the
year.

It should be stated that the reason why no more inspec-
tions were made was because they were not required by the
law, and the inspector was obliged to pay his own travelling
expenses. No notice has ever been given when the inspec-
tions were to be made.

The gas was burned from Sugg’s London Argand-burner,
at the rate of five feet per hour, and the light was compared
with that from an English standard candle, burning at the
rate of one hundred and twenty grains per hour. If either
the gas or the candle varied from the normal rate of burn-
ing, corrections were made on the supposition that the light
produced was proportional to the amount of combustible
consumed ; but no observation was used in which the con-
sumption of either gas or candle varied greatly from the
normal rate.

The following table contains the observations referred to:
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Number of Grains in 100
NAME OF COMPANY. Candle Feu,, of Gas of

Power.
■Sulphur. I Ammonia.

Boston ...... 18.9 9.6 4.1
Brookline 17.8 7.1 7.5
Cambridge ..... 16.5 9.1 8.3
Charlestown .

,
. . . 16.9 9.7 18.7

Chelsea 17.9 9.2 4.4
Dorchester 16.6 14.0 2.1
East Boston 17.1 8 5 18.0
Fitchburg 17.1 8,8 2.-
Leominster 16.8 8.9 1.6
Lawrence 16.8 6 6 20 0
Lowell 16.0 14.3 14.0
Newton* 10.9 37.0
Roxbury 18.5 7.2 5.5
South Boston ..... 18.3 5.1 9.8
Springfield 15.9 14.1 j 2-
Worcester 16.2 16.7 2.-

At Brookline, Cambridge, Chelsea, Dorchester, East Bos-
ton, Fitchburg, Newton, Roxbury, South Boston, and Wor-
cester, the tests were made at the works; at the other places
at some distance from the works. At the places mentioned
the photometer was at the works, and so the inspector had
to make his tests there; but it is generally desirable that the
tests should be made at some distance from the works, so
that the inspector may be sure that he is testing the same
gas that is furnished the consumer.

Ihe results obtained for candle power are satisfactory,
ihe amount of sulphur in the gas is generally small, and the
only place where an excessive quantity was found was in a
works where iron oxide is the principal purifying agent.
Ihe gas of about half the companies contains an excess of
ammonia; hut no gas shows the great excess that was some-
times found in former years.

The present law governing the inspection of gas and gas-
meters was passed about nineteen years ago, and great ad-
vances have been made during that time, both in making
and testing gas. i'o show that the gas has improved, it is
only necessary to state that six years ago the inspection
showed that, on an average, the candle power was below
fifteen, and that the gas contained about twenty-one grains
of sulphur and thirty-six grains of ammonia per hundred

* Apparatus for removing the excess of ammonia is about to be creeled at thin place.
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feet of gas. The inspection for the last year shows that the
gas of the same companies now averages more than three
candles better, and contains less than one-half as much sul-
phur and less than one-third as much ammonia; but the
greater part of the increase in candle power is due to using
a better burner. In gas testing the apparatus has been
greatly modified, and some of it at present in use was un-
known then.

The part of the law relating to testing meters has worked
smoothly and seems to have given general satisfaction.

There are a few meters still in use that have never been
inspected; and as probably a large proportion of them are
incorrect, I would recommend that the law should be modi-
fied so as to impose a fine on every meter in use after July
first of the present year, that has not been inspected accord-
ing to law. It should also be provided that when, for any
purpose, the top is removed from a meter, before the meter is
used again it shall be inspected as though it were a new
meter. A very few cases have come under my notice where
the meters have been used without being inspected : the first
of the proposed modifications would prevent such practices.
As regards the second modification, it seems evident that a
repaired meter needs testing just as much as a new one.

While the law provides fairly well for the inspection of
gas-meters, it is deficient as regards testing the gas itself.
The present law specifies that “illuminating gas shall not be
merchantable which has a minimum value of less than twelve
candles,” and the inspector is ordered to report whether it is
sufficiently well purified from sulphuretted hydrogen, am-
monia, and carbonic acid.”

At present very few companies manufacture gas that is be-
low fifteen candles, except by accident. It is evident that
a standard of twelve candles is so low as to be useless, ex-
cept that it enables gas managers to say, when told that their
gas is poor, that it is above the legal standard. On the other
hand it is not desirable to set a very high standard for illumi-
nating power; for in some cases it is desirable to employ gas
as a source of heat and power, as well as light, and for such
purposes a rich gas is worth but little more than one having
a moderate illuminating power. In order to be sure of keep-
ing up to the standard, it is necessary to • make the gas, on
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the average, about one candle better than the standard. All
things considered, fifteen candles seems to be about the
proper minimum.

All the coal gas at present manufactured is contaminated
to a certain extent with various compounds of sulphur and
ammonia. Probably there is not a sufficient quantity of
these compounds present in ordinary purified gas to have
any injurious effect on the health of persons. But it is,
nevertheless, quite desirable to remove all but traces of these
compounds. The sulphur compounds in burning, all give
rise to sulphurous acid; or if burned along with ammonia to
sulphuric acid, which is the final product in any case, as
sulphurous acid, on exposure to the air, gradually changes to
sulphuric. When present in any considerable quantity these
acid fumes act injuriously on bindings of books, pictures,
house plants and other delicate objects. These effects are
not observed with ordinary gas unless the ventilation is de-
fective and the objects are exposed for some time. Unfortu-
nately some of these sulphur compounds, as carbon bisul-
phide, are only removed with great difficulty; and fifteen
grains of sulphur per hundred feet of gas is as low a maxi-
mum as can be maintained. The English generally allow
their gas to contain twenty grains of sulphur per hundred
feet of gas; but their coals are rather worse than ours, and
they do not use lime purification as extensively as we do.

The nitrogen of the ammonia compounds, when the gas is
burned, is partly set free and partly burned to nitric acid.
The ammonia in gas also corrodes brass fixtures and con-
tracts the diaphragms of gas-meters f causing them to register
more gas than really passes. Fortunately, ammonia com-
pounds are easily removed from gas by causing it to pass in
thin streams over a sufficiently large surface of water.

The water used to wash the gas, sometimes contains as
much as four per cent of its weight of ammonia, and it is
the chief source of the ammonia used in the arts. In Eu-
rope the ammonia is the source of a large revenue to the gas
companies; and some of the companies in and near Boston
are now deriving some revenue from this source. There
bids fair to be a greatly increased demand for ammonia
when the “ammonia process” of manufacturing carbonate;
of soda comes into general use, as there is every indication
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it will. Taking these facts into consideration, there is no
good reason why more than traces of ammonia should be
left in purified gas. The English allow only two grains of
ammonia per hundred feet of gas, and the London gas gener-
ally contains only a fraction of a grain ; but this standard of
purity is more exacting than I believe to be really necessary;
and if the gas did not contain more than five grains of am-
monia per hundred feet of gas, there would be no cause for
complaint. During the last few years the most of the com-
panies have greatly reduced the quantity of ammonia in
their gas, but there is a- chance for still further improve-
ment.

The only provision the present law makes for testing the
gas, is to direct the inspector to make tests whenever re-
quired by the mayor and aldermen of any city, or the select-
men of any town. There have never been many such
requests; last year there were four. Such formal requests
give the company sufficient notice, so that before the inspec-
tor can make his tests, the gas may be made much better
than it was when the request for inspection was given. The
proper method of making the inspections would seem to be,
to have the inspector test the gas frequently, and at irregular
intervals, so that the companies can make no unusual prep-
arations.

As the inspector has to attend to testing the gas-meters, as
well as the gas, about as much as he could do would be to
test the gas of the larger companies once in two months, and
the other gases once a year. Even this would cause him to
be absent from the office a large part of the time. To have
a satisfactory inspection there should be an assistant inspec-
tor, and the inspections could profitably be arranged as
follows:

Every company supplying fifty or more consumers to have
its gas inspected twice a year, and to have an additional in-
spection for every four million feet of gas manufactured.

This scheme would give from five to six hundred inspec-
tions a year, and would be about as much as two inspectors
could do. It should be provided that the inspector should
personally perform at least one fourth of the inspections
made at any one place.

Every company manufacturing fifteen million feet of gas
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per annum should provide a suitable room, near the centre of
gas consumption, and a photometer of a design and construc-
tion approved by the inspector.

Provision should be made for travelling expenses, and the
chemicals used in inspection.

CHARLES W. HINMAN,
State Inspector of Gas and Gas Meters.








